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Abstract - Energy saving and efficiency are the key issues in power generation system not only from the view point of fuel
consumption, but also for the protection of global environment. Flue gas ducts are the major parts of oil-fired power plant, which are
used to exhaust flue gases from boiler. This paper presents an approach for the optimization of economiser design. The aim of this
work is to develop methodology which finds optimization of economiser design. CFD analysis is used to compare the new
economiser design with traditional strategies. The most economical solution of this problem seems to distribute gas flow uniformly
at inlet of economiser by using vanes. So that effective heat transfer can be obtained to reduce the number of tubes of existing model.
In the present work commercial software Fluent is used for the 3D simulation using its inbuilt K-H Reliable model. Optimization of
economiser is done for effective heat transfer with reducing number of tubes required.
Key words - Economiser ,Eulerian formulation, K-H model.



I.

INTRODUCTION

passes through superheater, convection bank, and then
economizer before it goes to chimney. For sustainable
development of thermal electric power plant, the power
industries have to adopt state-of-art technologies to
increase the heat transfer rates through heat
exchanger.CFD simulation has been a good tool in
identifying the possibilities of increasing the heat
transfer [7]

Economiser performs a key function in providing
high overall boiler thermal efficiency by recovering the
low level energy from the flue gas before it is exhausted
to the atmosphere. Economiser recovers the energy by
heating the boiler feedwater. Economiser are basically
tubular heat transfer surfaces used to preheat boiler feed
water before it enters the steam drum or furnace
surfaces. Economiser reduces operating costs or
economies on fuel by recovering extra energy from the
flue gas. The ultimate goal of economiser design is to
achieve necessary heat transfer at minimum cost. A key
design criterion for economiser is maximum allowable
flue gas velocity. Higher velocity provides better heat
transfer and reduces capital cost. So detail analysis of
flue gas flow is needed to improve the duct design and
its internals.CFD modeling is a good tool to improve the
efficiency of economiser by reducing the number of
tubes of existing model. Duct having rectangular cross
sectional area is normally used in power plant.[5]Gas
flow distribution over heating equipment is very critical
problem in power plant. By providing inlet guide vanes
at economiser inlet duct, we get effective heat transfer in
economiser.

II. SIMULATION SET UP AND DATA INPUT
In Fluent, the governing equations are discretized
by using the finite Volume method The pressurevelocity coupling is achieved through the SIMPLE
algorithm.[3]The grid-independent study is done for all
cases .All simulations are run in Fluent K-H reliable
model. Boundary conditions used are flue gas mass flow
rate and temperature. It is assumed that all particles have
attended their terminal velocity and have entered
perpendicular to the tube. The geometry of actual flue
gas duct, its internal, tubes created in ICEM. Drawings
of duct are used for geometry creation. Meshing is done
in ICEM. Inlet surface meshed and volume meshing
done with hexahedral. Further refinement of mesh is
done by adaption by using velocity gradient. Numbers
of cells are varying from 1.7 to1.8 million as per
geometry dimensions and requirement for grid
independent solution. Simulation done on existing
geometry of duct and then with modified geometry by
adding vanes.

The other motivation for this work is to maintain
the proper pitch between tubes for effective distribution
of gas over tubes [6]. CFD tool is used to check the gas
flow over tubes. Flue gas is produced in furnace and it
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Design Data used

TABLE VI: Solver setting
Solver
Formulation
Time
Velocity Formulation
Gradient option

TABLE I : Flue gas parameter
Mass flow rate
Specific heat
Thermal Conductivity
Density
Viscosity
Inlet temperature

15.62 kg/s
1.12 kj/kg k
0.00046 kw/mk
1.337 kg/m3
0.101 kg/mh
337 °c

TABLE VII: Solution controls
Equations
Pressure
Density
Body Force
Momentum

TABLE II: Water parameter
Mass flow rate
Specific heat
Thermal Conductivity
Density
Inlet temperature

6.31 kg/s
0.42 kj/kg k
1 kcal/m-hr-°c
913 kg/m3
120 °c

Pressure
Momentum
Turbulent kinetic energy
Turbulent dissipation rate

47 w/m°c
7850 kg/m3

38.1 mm

Tube thk

3.66 mm

Longitudinal Pitch

100 mm

Number of tubes wide

26

Number of tubes deep

22

Fluid carrier is phenomenon of great interest since it
is frequently found in many scientific fields and
industrial processes. The numerical simulation of fluid
transport used in FLUENT by fluid carrier requires the
modeling of the continuous phase (fluid), the discrete
phase and the interaction between them. The continuous
phase-whether Liquid or gas is modeled using an
Eulerian formulation [4].The discrete phase –flue gas
may be approached as an Eulerian or form a Lagrangian
point of view. This has given place to two distinctive
strategies, the so called Eulerian-Eulerian and the
Eulerian-Lagrangian methods.In the Eulerian-Eulerian
approach, fluid velocity and concentration fields are
calculated for each point of the numerical
domain[11].The Eulerian-Eulerian method can be
employed both using a one fluid formulation and a two
fluid formulation.

Fluent set-up
TABLE V: Boundary conditions [14]
Flue gas
Press_outlet

0 Gauge

Vel_inlet

12 m/s

Wall

No slip & escape

Default_interior

Fluid (Flue gas)

In the later, mass conservation and momentum
conservation equations are used to calculate the velocity
fields, so the phases are treated as two interpenetrating
fluids which interact through their interfacial properties.
In the one fluid formulation, on the other hand, no
momentum conservation equation is used [9, 15]. Flue
gas velocity is usually determined by an algebraic
equation for the fluid slip velocity. One way or two
ways coupling is decided on the basis of mass flow [12].
The interaction between phases is modeled according to
the strength of the coupling between them.

Water
Press_outlet

0 Gauge

Wall

No slip & escape

Default interior

Fluid (water)

Standard
Second order
Second order
Second order

III. NUMERICAL SIMULATION

TABLE IV: Geometry of Economiser:
Tube

Flow
0.3
1
1
0.7
TABLE VIII: Discretization

TABLE III: Tube Material Property [1]
Conductivity
Density

Segregated
implicit
Steady
absolute
Cell based
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A. K-H Turbuulence model
It is the most general-purpose CFD
D code and is
considered thee industry standdard model. It has proven to
be stable andd numericallyy robust and has a wellestablished reegime of preedictive capab
bility. Within
FLUENT the K- H turbulencce model uses mesh is very
fine. The sccalable wall the
t
scalable wall-function
approach to im
mprove

Wall
Flue Gas
Inlet

Vane

B. Geometryy Modeling:
Geometry
y of the economiser inlet du
uct is modeled
in Pro-E. This
T
software gives an advantage
a
off
parametric modeling.
m
Thhe assembly consists off
economiser in
nlet duct, vannes, and econnomiser tubes
modeled as paart and assembbled together inn assembly off
ProE. Wire frrame view of the inlet ductt is shown in
figure 1.

Wall

Flue Gas Ouutlet
Fig. 2 : Inlet dduct geometry with vanes

Robustnesss and accurracy when the
t
near-wall
functions alloow solution onn arbitrarily fine
fi near wall
grids, which is
i significant improvement
i
over standard
wall functions [10, 13]
C. Meshing:
The mostt important part
p
in CFD simulation is
discretization of geometry. Generally heexahedral and
tetrahedral meeshes are used for CFD codees. Hexahedral
mesh gives beetter results, buut meshing is very difficult.
Hexahedral mesh
m
is generaated in ICEM
M CFD by in
meshing soft
ftware. The interior wateer space is
subdivided innto a computaational mesh consisting off
rectangular ellements of suufficient enouggh to capture
significant graadient in veloocity [14]. Coonsidering the
symmetry off the planes, only repressentative part
simplifies geom
metry.

Fig. 3 : Messhing of ducts and
a vanes

Fig.4 : Tube geometry

Fig. 1 : Geometry
G
of inllet duct and Economiser

Fig. 5 : Meshing of tube
t
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Fig. 6: Meshing between
b
two tub
bes

Fig. 10 : Veloocity Contour with
w vanes

Figg. 7: Meshing of
o complete tubbe

Fig. 11 : Veloocity Contour inlet
i
of tube

Fig. 8:
8 Velocity Conntour without vanes
v

Fig. 122 : Velocity Veector
Fig. 9 : Velocity Veector without vanes
v
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Fig. 13 : Velocity Vector with vaanes

Fig. 17 : Tem
mperature rise across
a
tube

Fig. 14
4 : Pressure Co
ontour without vanes

Fig. 18 : Tuube outlet tempperature

Fig. 15 : Pressure Contour
C
with vanes
v

Fig. 19 : Mass flow rate across tubes
IV. RES
SULTS AND DISCUSSION
N
Inlet Duct without vanes
Sim
mulation is donne on existinng economiser inlet
duct wiithout vanes and results of
o velocity vector,
v
contour and pressure contour are presented
p
in figure
f
(8,9,13)..It is very cleaar that velocityy profile at thee inlet
of econo
omiser is not uniform.
u
Mass flow distributiion of

Fiig. 16 : Tube in
nlet temperaturre
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gas over tubes is also non-uniform. Due to this heat
transfer across tubes is also ineffective, result of this
increases heat transfer area.

model developed is better equipped to predict the
economiser outlet temperature. Future direction would
include development of model to predict soot formation
over tubes.

Modification with inlet vanes

In days to come, CFD would become integral
design tool to predict various operating scenarios of the
product and thus improving the effectiveness of design
process.

The results in the form of velocity, pressure and
turbulence contours are studied based on fluid
mechanics applications, geometry modification are
implemented by providing vanes [2,8] at inlet to the
original geometry and appropriate mesh is generated and
flow analysis is done in CFD software. Care is needed in
selection of proper models, grid independence studies.
From result Fig (10,13) it indicates that velocity profile
at the inlet of economiser is uniform. Mass flow
distribution of gas over tubes is also uniform.(Fig 19)
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for analysis. In analysis feed water inlet temperature is
120 °c and flue gas inlet temperature is 337 °c is
considered. The flue gas is flowing over tubes from top
and feed water enters through bottom of economiser
module. Combined analysis of flue gas over tubes and
water through tubes is done with help of K-H model in
CFD. The temperature required at outlet of economiser
is 165°c but we are getting this temperature after 19th
row. Actual temperature rise is required 45°c. But we
are getting the temperature rise of 54°c.In this way we
can reduce 78 number of economiser tubes which will
reduce the cost.
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V. CONCLUSION
Specific issues like the undesirable effects of maldistribution of heating and heated medium have been
understood through applications of CFD codes. Gas
flow distribution or heat transfer into the economiser
section is improved through use of guide vanes at inlet
of economiser duct.
Analysis of economiser module was carried out
using K-H model to predict the economiser feed water
outlet temperature. The model was validated and
economiser size optimized by reducing the number of
tubes of module by enhancing the heat transfer across
the module. The results indicated that a required water
temperature obtained after 19 th row of economiser
tube. The results of simulation indicate the uniform flow
of gas over tubes after adding the vanes at inlet of
module. The results were compared with site data and
showed good agreement. CFD has earned a reputation of
troubleshooting technique par excellence and
extensively in testing out new design variant. The results
of the CFD analysis can be used in enhancing the heat
transfer in design of different type of economiser. The
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